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December 12, 2014 
 
Ref:  12670.00 
 
Mark Twogood 
Wade Welch 
Town of Winchester 
71 Mount Vernon Street 
Winchester, Massachusetts 01890 
 
Re:  Aberjona River Flood Mitigation Program 
 

Dear Mark and Wade, 

An event regarding preparing communities for extreme climate change was recently held in Winchester, 
and was later discussed at the Board of Selectman meeting held on December 1, 2014. Specifically, it was 
mentioned that the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood insurance process is based on 
past events and does not project forward to include potential climate change. Further, it was mentioned 
that the Town’s Aberjona Flood Mitigation Program (FMP) was developed using the FEMA Flood 
Insurance Study model, and whether the Town should be doing more given the predictions of increased 
rainfall totals for storm events in the future.  This letter responds to that concern.  

Though climate change could increase runoff rates in the future, the primary concern and cause of the 
flood problems in Town are a result of anthropogenic influence in the watershed.  Development in the 
watershed has significantly increased impervious area and resulted in vast runoff rate and volume increase 
over the years.  Much of the development occurred prior to the requirement for stormwater controls, and 
development since the implementation of the Massachusetts Stormwater Policy only requires control of 
peak rates of runoff not total volume.  The Massachusetts Stormwater Policy also does not apply to all 
development, for example single family homes are exempt. 

It is true that the FEMA Middlesex County Flood Insurance Study (FIS), dated June 4, 2010 and revised July 
7, 2014, did not specifically take climate change into account.  However, the study performed for the 
Mystic River Basin portion of the FIS, which was later updated for the baseline model used for the 
Aberjona River FMP, did use the Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) precipitation statistics for 
determining design storm rainfall totals.  The NRCC rainfall statistics which were more conservative than 
the FEMA standard of using Technical Paper 40 (TP-40) rainfall statics, required getting special permission 
from FEMA.  These rainfall totals were chosen because they more accurately matched current conditions 
instead of using outdated data which at the time was over 40 years old.  For the 100-year storm this 
increased the rainfall depth from 7.0 inches to 8.5 inches. 
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The Aberjona River FMP was also not designed to provide flood benefits for one particular storm event. 
Rather, the FMP was developed by conducting a Level of Service (LOS) analysis for the 
structures/infrastructure along the Aberjona River in Winchester for a variety of storm return periods 
ranging from < 2-year to the 500-year, and determining what could be feasibly performed to increase the 
LOS. Due to fiscal/economic, social, and physical constraints, a LOS of keeping everything “dry” all the 
time would not be possible or practicable. The analysis included a detailed evaluation of river conveyance 
constrictions, and iteratively determining the optimal conveyance to reduce predicted peak water surface 
elevations and the LOS of the structures/infrastructure, given site constraints and limits on increasing 
flooding to downstream neighbors.  In addition to conveyance projects, projects were investigated and 
incorporated into the FMP to regulate upstream flows via operation/modifications to impoundment 
outlets and policy/regulation changes. The development of the overall FMP took over a decade to refine, 
through an arduous Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act process that involved significant public 
involvement and agency review.  

The resulting FMP that is currently being implemented is a result of this work, and given the various site 
constraints, regulatory limitations, and financial feasibility is most that can be done at this time.  The FMP 
will significantly reduce flooding, but cannot solve all of the Town’s flooding problems. Low lying roads 
and neighborhoods along the Aberjona River will still flood, but with less depth and on a less frequent 
basis.  Given that the implementation of floodplain management projects alone cannot solve all the 
flooding problems the Town has also adopted the “Rules and Regulations Regarding the Use of Public 
Sewers and Storm Drains in the Town of Winchester, Massachusetts”.  These regulations go above and 
beyond the Massachusetts Stormwater Policy, requiring new and redevelopment projects be designed to 
not only match peak runoff rates but to also not increase runoff volumes.  These solutions will overtime 
help reverse the anthropogenic influences on the watershed that led to today’s flood issues. 

Project 2 of the FMP, which has already been constructed, was designed to prevent flooding of the Mystic 
Valley Parkway for the 100-year return period event. Project designs for larger storm events were 
evaluated. These evaluations indicated that widening the channel any further would require additional 
encroachment on the Mystic Valley Parkway, triggering Article 97 of the State constitution requiring 
legislative approval. Approval was highly unlikely as the Department of Conservation and Recreation 
(DCR) was not supportive of a wider channel. Further, there were regulatory concerns on preserving 
existing vegetation, and if additional vegetation was cleared to accommodate a wider channel a waiver 
from the Wetlands Protection Act would have been required. The Town decided to go with a larger 
channel would not be practicable, which led the Town to passing on $1.6 million dollars from the Army 
Corp of Engineers for the project. If future projects, located upstream, were designed for larger flood 
events, the areas above and including the Project 2 area (i.e. downtown) would experience increased 
flooding.  

The FMP was developed to provide flood reduction benefits for a variety of storms, including storms up to 
the 500-year event, to provide the maximum practicable benefit.  In the future, the Town will still benefit 
from the FMP improvements if rainfall totals increase as a result of climate change. It is advised that the 
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Town continue to coordinate with its upstream neighbors to develop more stringent stormwater runoff 
regulations to help mitigate future runoff increases and make the community less susceptible to flooding.        

 

Sincerely, 

  

Jake San Antonio, PE 
Director of Water Resources 
jsanantonio@vhb.com 
 


